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1 Introduction
A major trend in high performance computer architecture over the last two decades is the mi-
gration of memory in the form of high speed caches onto the microprocessor semiconductor die.
Where temporal locality in the computation is high, caches prove very eﬀective at hiding memory
access latency and contention for communication resources. However where temporal locality is
absent, caches may exhibit low hit rates resulting in poor operational eﬃciency. Vector computing
exploiting pipelined arithmetic units and memory access address this challenge for certain forms
of data access patterns, for example involving long contiguous data sets exhibiting high spatial
locality. But for many advanced applications for science, technology, and national security at least
some data access patterns are not consistent to the restricted forms well handled by either caches
or vector processing. An important alternative is the reverse strategy; that of migrating logic in
to the main memory (DRAM) and performing those operations directly on the data stored there.
Processor in Memory (PIM) architecture has advanced to the point where it may ﬁll this role and
provide an important new mechanism for improving performance and eﬃciency of future super-
computers for a broad range of applications. One important project considering both the role of
PIM in supercomputer architecture and the design of such PIM components is the Cray Cascade
Project sponsored by the DARPA High Productivity Computing Program. Cascade is a Petaﬂops
scale computer targeted for deployment at the end of the decade that merges the raw speed of an
advanced custom vector architecture with the high memory bandwidth processing delivered by an
innovative class of PIM architecture. The work represented here was performed under the Cascade
project to explore critical design space issues that will determine the value of PIM in supercom-
puters and contribute to the optimization of its design. But this work also has strong relevance
to hybrid systems comprising a combination of conventional microprocessors and advanced PIM
based intelligent main memory.
Processor in Memory or PIM architecture incorporates arithmetic units and control logic di-
rectly on the semiconductor memory die to provide direct access to the data in the wide row buﬀer
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of the memory. PIM oﬀers the promise of superior performance for certain classes of data inten-
sive computing through a signiﬁcant reduction in access latency, a dramatic increase in available
memory bandwidth, and expansion of the hardware parallelism for concurrency of ﬂow control.
Advances in PIM architecture under development incorporate innovative concepts to deliver high
performance and eﬃciency in the presence of low data locality. These include the use of PIM to
augment and compliment conventional microprocessor architectures, the use of a large number of
on-chip PIM nodes to expose a high degree of memory bandwidth, and the use of message-driven
computation with a transaction-oriented producer-consumer execution model for system-wide la-
tency tolerance. All of these have beneﬁted from previous work and this study extends those
experiences to the domain of PIM. The results of these studies have a direct impact on the design
of both the advanced PIM architectures being contemplated and the systems in which they are
to be incorporated like Cascade. This paper explores the design space of two innovations being
considered for PIM through a set of statistical steady-state parametric models that are investigated
by means of queuing simulation and analyses.
While the advanced PIM concept is encouraging, it is not proven. In order to both prove
the eﬀectiveness of this new class of architecture and to quantitatively characterize the design
tradeoﬀ space to enable informed choices of resource allocation, a set of simulation experiments
and analytical studies were conducted. These include 1) the modeling of the interrelationship
between the PIM components and their host microprocessor, and 2) an exploration of the global
latency hiding properties of parcels between PIM devices.
2 Background
Processing-in-memory encompasses a range of techniques for driving computation in a memory
system. This involves not only the design of processor architectures and microarchitectures appro-
priate to the properties of on-chip memory, but also execution models and communication protocols
for initiating and sustaining memory-based program execution.
2.1 Reclaiming the Hidden Bandwidth
The key architectural feature of on-chip memory is the extremely high bandwidth that it provides.
A single DRAM macro is typically organized in rows with 2048 bits each. During a read operation,
an entire row is latched in a digital row buﬀer just after the analog sense ampliﬁers. Once latched,
data can be paged out of the row buﬀer to the processing logic in wide words of typically 256
bits. Assuming a very conservative row access time of 20 ns and a page access time of 2 ns, a
single on-chip DRAM macro could sustain a bandwidth of over 50 Gbit/s. The memory capacity
on a single PIM chip may be partitioned into many separate memory banks, each with its own
arithmetic and control logic. Each such bank, or node, is capable of independent and concurrent
action thereby enabling an on-chip peak memory bandwidth proportional to the number of such
nodes. Using current technology, an on-chip peak memory bandwidth of greater then 1 Tbit/s is
possible per chip. A typical memory system comprises multiple DRAM components and the peak
memory bandwidth made available through PIM is proportional to this number of chips. Much of
PIM research has focused upon reclaiming this hidden bandwidth, either through new organization
for conventional architectures or through custom ISAs.
Several studies have demonstrated that simple caches designed for on-chip DRAM can yield
performance comparable to classical memory hierarchies, but with much less silicon area. In [28],
researchers at Sun investigated the performance of very wide, but shallow caches that transfer
an entire cache line in a single cycle. Using a Petri-net model, they showed that as a result of
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the lower miss penalty, a PIM with a simple 5-stage RISC pipeline running at 200 MHz would
have comparable performance to a DEC Alpha 21164 running at 300 MHz, with less than one-
tenth the silicon area. Work at Notre Dame showed similar performance results for a sector cache
implemented by adding tag bits directly to the row buﬀers in DRAM [3]. Early simulation results
from the Berkeley IRAM project showed that in addition to improved performance-per-area, PIM
could also have much lower energy consumption than conventional organizations [12].
Even greater performance gains are possible through architectures that perform operations
on multiple data words accessed from memory simultaneously. Many such designs have been
implemented or proposed [5][12] [13][21] [19][22]. The Berkeley VIRAM has 13 Mbytes of DRAM,
a 64-bit MIPS scalar core, and a vector coprocessor with 2 pipelined arithmetic units with each
organized into 4 parallel vector lanes. VIRAM has a peak ﬂoating-point performance of 1.6 Gﬂop/s,
and shows signiﬁcant performance improvements in multimedia applications over contemporary
superscalar, VLIW, and DSP processors [21]. The DIVA PIM employs a wide-word coprocessor
unit supporting SIMD operations similar to the Intel MMX or PowerPC Altivec extensions. Using
a memory system enhanced with DIVA PIMs produced average speedups of 3.3 over host-only
execution for a suite of data-intensive benchmark programs [13]. Memory manufacturer Micron’s
Yukon chip is a 16 Mbyte DRAM with a SIMD array of 256 8-bit integer ALUs that can sustain
an internal memory bandwidth of 25.6 Gbytes/s [19].
2.2 Computation and Communication in Massively-Parallel PIM Systems
The beneﬁts of PIM technology can be further exploited by building massively-parallel systems with
large numbers of independent PIM nodes (an integrated memory/processor/net-working device).
Many examples of ﬁne-grain MPPs have been proposed, designed and implemented in the past—
for example [15] and others. All have faced stiﬀ challenges in sustaining signiﬁcant percentages
of peak performance related to the interaction of computation and communication, and there is
no reason to assume that networked PIM devices would be immune to the same problems. PIM
does, however, provide a technology for building massive, scalable systems at lower cost, and for
implementing highly eﬃcient mechanisms for coordinating computation and communication.
One of the key potential cost advantages of PIM is the ability to reduce the overhead related
to memory hierarchies. In [23], it was ﬁrst suggested that a petaﬂops scale computer could be
implemented with a far lower chip count using PIM technology than through a network of traditional
shared memory machines or through a cluster of conventional workstations. The J-Machine was
one of the computers envisioned as using DRAM based PIM components for an MPP, although
for engineering considerations the system was eventually implemented in SRAM technology [10].
Execube [20] was the ﬁrst true MIMD PIM, with 8 independent processors connected in a binary
hypercube on a single chip together with DRAM. More recently, IBM’s original Blue Gene [11] and
current BG/L designs [1] both use embedded DRAM technology in components for highly scalable
systems.
Although related, the semantics of requests made of a PIM system diﬀer somewhat from mes-
sages in classic parallel architectures. HTMT and related projects introduced the concept of parcels
(parallel control elements) for memory-borne messages, which range from simple memory reads and
writes, through atomic arithmetic memory operations, to remote method invocations on objects in
memory [31][5].
There are various ways that one could characterize and set performance objectives for PIM
networks communicating through parcels. A useful approach is to view the PIM network as a
ﬁne grain transaction-processing system, where two important, related ﬁgures of merit are the
latency in servicing a single transaction and the throughput, or number of transactions serviced
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per unit time. As with ﬁne-grain MPPs, the keys to performance for PIM systems are minimizing
the overhead of context switching and communication, and overlapping communication and useful
computation wherever possible. Several projects have addressed hardware support for low-overhead
communication, notably the MDP [9] and J-Machine [25]. Active messages [32] is a software solution
that minimizes communication overhead by including the address of a user-level routing with the
message that eﬃciently unpacks the message and integrates it into ongoing computation. A variety
of architectures and execution models have also addressed support for overlapping computation
and communication, that all entail mechanisms for scheduling operations out of a pool of available
work. These include dataﬂow machines [2] [26], multithreading [30] [29] [7], and hybrids [16] [24].
PIM Lite is a recent PIM architecture and prototype implementation that eﬃciently uses wide
words out of memory to integrate multithreading and fast parcel response with SIMD arithmetic
operations [5] [4].
2.3 A Quantitative Framework for Design Space Exploration
As the previous sections show, many architectural and implementation options currently exist for
exploiting PIM technology. What is lacking, however, is a systematic quantitative evaluation of the
tradeoﬀs among the design alternatives to achieve balanced, cost-eﬀective systems: what follows
is a set of key statistical parametric studies to provide a quantitative framework for assessing the
tradeoﬀ space deﬁned by critical design factors. Speciﬁcally, we have developed a set of analytic and
simulation models that help provide insight into some of the key questions aﬀecting the conﬁguration
of PIM systems.
• The ﬁrst set of analyses addresses tradeoﬀs in partitioning a computation into heavyweight/high
temporal locality threads running on a conventional host processor and light-weight/low tem-
poral locality threads running in PIM. Parameters of the model include the number of PIM
nodes, the percentage of the application with low temporal locality, and the system conﬁgu-
ration.
• The second set of analyses investigates how eﬀectively parcels can hide latency (or over-
lap communication and computation). This work is related to prior work in studying the
eﬀectiveness of multithreading [27], but is set in a PIM context.
3 PIM-based System Simulation Results
Temporal locality is an important property of computations that reﬂects the data reuse by pro-
cessing elements when accessed from main memory. Cache hit rates and register pressure are very
sensitive to temporal locality. When it is high, processors based on caches and optimized for high
clock rates perform well. When it is low, the same computing elements may exhibit performance
eﬃciencies measured in single digits. Conversely, PIM may perform relatively well for low temporal
locality computation because they have short latency of access between local logic and memory
row buﬀers, and because they may provide very high memory bandwidth, which with suﬃcient
parallelism may deliver high memory throughput even with low temporal locality. Therefore, a set
of experiments were devised to expose the tradeoﬀ space between high speed cache based proces-
sors that we will refer to here as heavyweight processors (HWP) and high bandwidth low latency
processors we will refer to here as lightweight processors (LWP). The primary independent variable
of these tradeoﬀ studies is a measure of the PIM workload which reﬂects temporal locality. When
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data accesses exhibit no reuse, the operation is assumed to be performed by the PIM devices; oth-
erwise it is performed by the HWP with a speciﬁed cache hit rate. A low PIM workload measure
means that there is high reuse and most of the work is done by the HWP. A high PIM workload
measure means that there is little resue and most of the work is done by the LWPs. A secondary
independent variable for these studies is the number of PIM nodes, i.e. processors directly tied
to memory banks on the PIM chips. The parametric studies performed are varied across suitable
ranges of these two independent parameters using a statistical simulation model described below.
This class of study complements individual application point studies. While the latter delivers
higher conﬁdence for a speciﬁc case, the former captures the entire range of possible behaviors
across the expanse bounded by the varied parameters.
HyPerformix Workbench (formerly called SES/workbench) [17] was used for the queuing model-
ing. MATLAB [18] and Excel [6] were used for the analytical modeling. Workbench is a hierarchical
transaction oriented discrete event simulation modeling tool. Workbench’s set of high-level sim-
ulation and synchronization operations, extensive set of statistical and queuing functions coupled
with the ability to extend the language with embedded C code supports modeling large massively
parallel systems. A graphical user interface with model animation and tracing make Workbench a
suitable rapid prototyping tool for this work.
3.1 A Queuing Model of a Basic PIM-based System
The Workbench queuing model comprises a master or heavyweight processor (HWP) and a set of
PIM or lightweight processors (LWP) in the main memory as in the block diagram of Figure 1.
Figure 1: Microprocessor with PIMs
Although similar in form, the two classes of processor are distinguished by their operational
parameter values as shown in Table 1. The units of cycles refers to HWP cycles to normalize all
times to the same base level.
Also, the HWP includes a cache but experiences a relatively long access time to main memory
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Parameter Description Experimental Value
W total work = WH+ WL 100,000,000 operations
%WH percent heavyweight work varied 0% to 100%
%WL percent lightweight work varied 0% to 100%
THcycle heavyweight cycle time 1 nsec
TLcycle lightweight cycle time 5 nsec
TMH heavyweight memory access time 90 cycles
TCH heavyweight cache access time 2 cycles
TML lightweight memory access time 30 cycles
Pmiss heavyweight cache miss rate 0.1
mixl/s instruction mix for load and store ops 0.30
Table 1: Parametric Assumptions and Metrics
on a cache miss. The LWP has no cache but is physically adjacent to the memory row buﬀer and
so exhibits much shorter memory access times.
Figure 2: SES Queuing Model of Heavyweight Processor
Figure 2 presents the simple queue model for the HWP and Figure 3 provides the corresponding
queue model for the array of LWP and memories. Note that for simplicity, the model treats the
main memory accessed by the HWP and LWP as separate devices but this is simply an artifact of
convenience and does not impact the simulation results. Bank conﬂicts are not modeled but the
nature of the workload modeled for these experiments precludes this kind of resource contention so
no inaccuracies are introduced in the ﬁnal results.
The experimental workload divides the operations between the HWP and the array of LWP. For
those threads of activity that exhibit high temporal locality such that good cache hit rates should
be expected, the HWP is scheduled to perform them. For those threads of activity that exhibit low
or no temporal locality that would result in very poor cache performance, the set of LWP/memory
components are scheduled to perform them. At any one time, either the HWP or LWP array is
executing but not both. We also assume that the LWP workload is partitionable in to a number of
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Figure 3: SES Queuing Model of Lightweight PIM Nodes
concurrent threads that are concurrent and uniform in length, one per LWP. This execution ﬂow
is depicted in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Threads Timeline
While somewhat constraining, the experimental workload permits simple statistical characteri-
zation and is representative of many important classes of real-world algorithmic behavior if by no
means all. Most regular problems fall in to this category and are programmed this way with such
conventional programming models as MPI. The parameters used to specify the workload are also
given in Table 1.
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3.1.1 Experimental Results from the Queuing Simulation
Two experiments were performed: 1) a control run in which the HWP performed all of the work,
and 2) the test runs in which the low locality threads were performed on a set of LWP nodes. For
both cases, the amount of low locality work measured as the percentage of operations was varied
across a parameter range of between 0% and 100%. For the test runs, the number of LWP nodes
was varied as well in a range typical of a modest scale system. The performance gains of the test
runs with respect to the control runs were calculated as a function of the fraction of LWP workload
for diﬀerent number of LWP nodes as shown in Figure 5.
It is seen that even for a small amount of LWP work including PIMs in the system may double
the performance. If the application is data intensive, a signiﬁcant portion of the total work is
scheduled on the array of LWP nodes and as much as an order of magnitude performance gain
may be achieved. In the extreme case where essentially all work resides on the LWP array, at
least for some conﬁgurations, a factor of 100X gain is observed. These results, if substantiated
through further studies, imply important advantages of PIM-based systems with respect to their
conventional counterparts. These results are consistent with point studies for speciﬁc applications
conducted by previously reference projects such as VIRAM and DIVA.
3.1.2 Analytical Model of PIM-based Operation
To better understand the simulated results, an analytical model was developed incorporating the
same operational parameters. The results derived from the simulation, shown in Figure 6, were
reproduced with this analytical model to an accuracy of between 5% and 18%. This encouraging
result motivated a second analytical study to expose the basic time to solution normalized to that
of the HWP alone performing only high temporal locality work; i.e. 0% LWP workload. The
equations are given below:
Timerelative = 1−%WL ×
{
1− 1
N
×
[
TLcycle + mixl/s × (TML − TLcycle)
1 + mixl/s × (TCH − 1 + Pmiss × TMH)
]}
let NB ≡
[
TLcycle + mixl/s × (TML − TLcycle)
1 + mixl/s × (TCH − 1 + Pmiss × TMH)
]
then Timerelative = 1−%WL ×
{
1− NB
N
}
and parameters %WL, N , and NB are independent.
This formulation exposes a remarkable property. Totally unanticipated, in addition to the two
independent parameters of number of nodes (N) and percentage of LWP workload (%WL), a third
orthogonal parameter, here referred to as NB, was derived from the combined properties of the
system conﬁguration and application workload. This theoretical model is plotted in Figure 7.
From this diagram, it is evident that a point of coincidence occurs at a speciﬁc value of N,
independent of %WL. The derived equation for NB also shows that it is orthogonal to N. For
N > NB, time to solution with PIM support will always be as good or better than the control
system without PIM elements. If the form of this relationship is sustained as the underlying model
grows in ﬁdelity, the ﬁnding will provide a strong condition for superiority of PIM-based system
architecture.
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Figure 5: Simulation of Performance Gain
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Figure 6: Eﬀect of PIM on Execution Time with Unnormalized Runtime – Simulation Results
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Figure 7: Eﬀect of PIM on Execution Time with Normalized Runtime
4 Parcel-driven Computing Simulation
4.1 Latency Hiding through Parcel Split-transaction Processing
An array of advanced PIM components should logically comprise a single global memory, albeit
with non-uniform memory access times, such that any PIM node of one chip can directly reference
any physical (or virtual) datum in the memory of any other PIM chip in the array. For very large
systems of logically related PIM chips, latency for remote accesses across such an array of PIMs
could impose a severe source of performance degradation as it does in certain cases for conventional
commodity clusters and MPP systems. This is a consequence of the waiting time experienced by
an execution site for the requested data or service.
Figure 8: Parcel Structure
Among the alternatives for latency hiding, hardware supported message-driven computation
may provide a particularly attractive approach. In general message driven computing is a protocol
by which a remote action is invoked in response to the incidence of a class of message that includes a
speciﬁcation for the action to be performed at the remote site. Even conventional distributed shared
memory systems incorporate rudimentary message-driven computing mechanisms in support of
compound atomic operations. The concept of message driven computing extends back at least to the
1970’s with Hewitt’s Actors Model [14] and the various early Data Flow computing models. More
recently, Dally’s J-Machine at MIT [8] and Culler’s Active Messages [32] (software implemented)
represent some examples among others of message-driven computing.
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Figure 9: Parcels invoke remote threads
A class of hardware assisted message-driven computing referred to as parcels has been investi-
gated by several institutions and projects. Parcels (PARallel Control ELements) in this context are
messages that specify actions to be performed on data elements or data objects in virtual memory.
The actions may be simple hardware supported functions or complex functions speciﬁed by code
blocks. A typical parcel structure is shown in Figure 8 with the outer wrapper employed by the
interconnection network transport layer and the inner message providing information including des-
tination data virtual address, action speciﬁer, and additional operand values. Hardware support for
parcels minimize overhead of parcel creation, transport, and assimilation including action instantia-
tion. Parcels enable lightweight transaction processing in which an execution site processes incident
parcel requests, performs the speciﬁed actions locally potentially committing local side-eﬀects, and
generating new outgoing parcels to remote data in response. This form of processing is illustrated
in Figure 9 where the source node sends a parcel to a data element at a remote node. The parcel
both identiﬁes the data object at the remote node upon which to operate and speciﬁes the action
to be performed which can be a pointer to a method code block. After performing this action, the
remote node in this example returns a result value to the originating source node, although this is
not always necessary. In a transaction mode of operation, the execution site does not wait for a
response from a remote action as long as there are other parcels waiting to be processed locally.
This is sometimes referred to as split transaction execution.
4.2 Parcel Parametric Trade-oﬀ Space Experiments
Parcels and split transaction processing may provide a powerful means of hiding system-wide la-
tency. To understand the trade-oﬀ space issues of employing parcels and to quantify the potential
beneﬁts, a series of statistical parametric studies were performed. These studies, while motivated
by the authors’ interest in the application of parcels to advanced PIM architecture, are not lim-
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ited to PIM but generally apply to systems capable of supporting lightweight split-transaction
message-driven computation.
Figure 10: Message Passing versus Parcel-driven lightweight transaction processing
Two systems, a test system and a control system, were simulated using queuing models as shown
in Figure 10. The control system provides a basis of comparison for the test system and represents a
set of conventional message passing processors. Each processor is in one of three states: performing
useful operations, performing local memory access, or waiting for a response to a message it has
sent. In this third state, the processor is considered to be idle. The test system operates in split-
transaction mode, accepting and processing parcels. Each processor in this model also operates
in three states: performing useful operations servicing an active parcel, performing local memory
access also on behalf of an active parcel, or idle due to an absence of active parcels to service. All
related parameter values are assumed to be the same between these two models including clock
rate, peak instruction issue rate, instruction mix, system wide latency which is considered to be
ﬂat (ﬁxed delay) for this study, and the degree of remote accesses.
The independent parameters of interest are the degree of parallelism exposed by the split-
transaction model, the latency time for remote requests, and the percentage of memory accesses
that are remote. The dependent parameters of interest to this study are the relative performance
gain of the test system to the control system, and the idle times of both systems. The experiments
of both systems are run for the same amount of simulated time and the number of useful operations
and local memory access operations, representing the total work done, are measured and compared.
4.3 Parcel Experimental Results
The results of the parcel experiments are presented in Figures 11 and 12. The ﬁrst shows the
results from six major experiments diﬀering in terms of the amount of parallelism available to test
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Figure 11: Latency Hiding with Parcels
Figure 12: Idle Time with respect to Degree of Paralellism
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system. This can be thought of as the average number of parcels per processors. For each major
experiment, simulations are performed for diﬀerent percentages of remote accesses (with respect to
total number of memory accesses)as shown by the connecting lines. For each of these curves, the
parameter measuring the number of cycles of system wide latency is varied. The vertical axis gives
the ratio of number of operations performed by the test system with respect to those accomplished
by the control system.
These results demonstrate that with suﬃcient parallelism and for systems with signiﬁcant
system-wide latency, the parcel split-transaction test systems perform much better than the con-
trol system, sometimes exceeding an order of magnitude in delivered performance. However, it also
exposes certain operational regions where performance advantage is small or in fact reversed. This
is particularly true when there is little parallelism and short system latencies.
Another way of examining the simulation results is the system idle times; i.e. the periods in
which the processors are not performing operations but rather waiting for new work to do. This
is shown in Figure 12. The actual values of the dependent parameter, the idle time, are not so
important as they are as much an artifact of the arbitrary amount of time for which the experiment
was carried out. Each major experimental set of simulations (there are 8 although some are less
complete than others) diﬀers in terms of the number of nodes in the two systems from single node
systems on the left to systems comprising 256 nodes on the right. We didn’t successfully complete
the 16 node case. Each major experiment was performed for a number of cases varying in the
degree of parallelism available for the test system. It is clear that for suﬃcient parallelism, the idle
time drops virtually to zero for the test systems while the control system experiences relatively
high idle time.
5 Discussion and Conclusions
We have developed a set of analytic and simulation models for exploring tradeoﬀs in the PIM
design space. Two key questions were explored using the statistical parametric models. One was
the potential performance advantage of systems incorporating PIM components. The second was
the opportunity of supporting lightweight split-transaction operation of PIM nodes through parcel
message-driven computation. In both cases, we found that there were major regimes of operation
for which dramatic beneﬁts could be realized. But that this was not true for all possible operating
points and in certain cases performance degradation might be experienced.
5.1 Interrelationships between PIM Components and a Host Processor
Augmenting the memory system of a host processor with PIM components can yield performance
gains ranging from moderate (a factor of 2 or less) to dramatic (an order of magnitude or more)
for applications that can be separated into regions of high or low temporal locality. The models
show that adding even small amounts of processing capability to the memory system can have
signiﬁcant impact. For data-intensive applications where there is little or no data reuse, and where
caches are of little value, PIM may help enormously. The model that we developed for this study
provides a strong foundation that characterizes the region of operation in terms of three independent
variables: the number of PIM nodes, the fraction of work that can be assigned to PIM, and a third
parameter that is both machine and application dependent. While it may be diﬃcult to calibrate
these parameters for speciﬁc design points, by sweeping them across a range, we are able to get a
broad view of the design space and to recognize emerging trends.
In terms of ongoing research, this ﬁrst study supports the direction and results by projects
exploring PIM-enabled memory for conventional hosts, such as Diva [13] and Cascade.
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5.2 Global Latency Hiding Using Parcels
This third and ﬁnal study shows that parcels—based on and inspired by early work such as message-
driven computation [9] [25] and active messages [32] [7] can have a dramatic eﬀect in tolerating
system-wide latency, but signiﬁcant medium to ﬁne-grain parallelism must be exposed in the ap-
plications to take advantage of this, and that eﬃcient parcel handling mechanisms are required to
realize performance gains. Further, as prior work has shown for MPPs [27], our model demonstrates
that multithreading at the node can have tremendous beneﬁt in PIM systems. Finally, execution
models developed over a decade ago in the context of dataﬂow architectures such as Monsoon [26]
and P-RISC [24] may have new relevance in PIM technology.
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